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The World Needs Protecting - Before they can build in space they have to GET into space.There is

a 'false queen' attacking vampires in Asia - Bethany Anne sends her Own to look into that.The

moon base needs to be settled, can Team BMW make it happen? Do they have enough people?

CAN they get the right people to help?John's cousin is now part of the team, will she make it?There

is a group looking to find them and they are using Barb to do it.This is the first book in the second

arc (books 08-14) for The Kurtherian Gambit. The stakes are raised a lot higher!**Please note, as

mentioned in another review, there is flagrantly foul language in this novel. The main character does

not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing.If you haven't read the previous books,

you will need to go back to #1 (the book does not explain the characters and previous relationships /

deeds).Series includes:Death Becomes Her - The Kurtherian Gambit 01 Queen Bitch - The

Kurtherian Gambit 02 Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit 03 Bite This - The Kurtherian Gambit 04

Never Forsaken - The Kurtherian Gambit 05 Under My Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit 06 Kneel or

Die - The Kurtherian Gambit 07We Will Build - The Kurtherian Gambit 08Frank Kurns - Tales from

the Unknown WorldIt's Hell To Choose - The Kurtherian Gambit 09 (May)
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According to the author this is the first book in the second arc of The Kurtherian Gambit series. This

is where the series slowly starts to take on a more serious science fiction character. As can be seen

from the book blurb we are now starting to talk about getting into space and having bases on the

moon.I am actually looking forward to this. The Queen Bitch in space with a whole universe of

baddieÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s (censored by )s to kick. Scary thought indeed. However,

weÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re not really their just yet. Luckily the author is not rushing things so there are

still plenty of vampire (and werewolf) business going on back on Earth.In one sense you could say

that the book is more of the same. More of the Queen Bitch, more of the fun bantering between all

the members of the team and of course more of the (censored by ) kicking.However, at the same

time the story moves forward, the characters evolve, new (censored by )hats pop up for a round of

educational spanking (some of them for a life long lessonÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦all five minutes of it), new

team members are introduced and most importantly BethanyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s master plan

progresses.I do not think that I have read any book series before that managed to keep the core

values and the same formula for so long and still keep me interested. The author makes the story

and characters evolve in a way that it is new and old at the same time keeping the good parts that

make the series what it is while adding new situations and new problems to solve, either by

engineering or good old violence.In this particular part of the story the author throws in a vampire

bitch wannabee that needs to be dealt with and a few minor problems such as how to put a base on

the moon. You know, just the usual stuff in a days work for a Queen Bitch. The latter little issue

turns out to finally put the media spotlights on TQB industries which of course opens a new can of

worms (translation: lots of new story opportunities for future books) for Bethany.So, as usual, a

really good and fun to read book.

Being a software engineer with a small signal hardware engineering background, it is a joy to see an

author take on the engineering aspects of a large project and do credibile job. Given a propulsion

method there still remains a huge amount of engineering problems to solve to safely put folks in the

harsh environment of space. I have to admit I did not have faith that the author could rise above a B-

movie attempt. Michael you blow my mind. Not only did you pull it off but used very credibile and

unique ways of testing the hardware and techniques to accomplish the tasks. Though I really think



you failed to give credit to more than 50 or a 100 engineering and other technical characters to

make it happen - Ha maybe another 100 or more pages. But in all a very credibile and entertaining

story - enjoy.PS I love the cover art - good job Michael and Mr. Dobell.

Awesome series. Can't recommend enough. The rest of this is for the author, so if you are just

figuring out whether to buy these books, do it! You won't regret it.SPOILERS - STOP READING IF

YOU DON"T WANT ANY HINTS:Hello Michael,In this book you start to focus on the hacking

aspects of the story. Great! I'm a techie and love the stuff. However, some of things you reference

just don't make sense to a technologist. For example, in one sentence you say, "You couldn't trace

me if I drew you a DNS route...". This is not really a thing. DNS is a server or sometimes router used

to lookup and convert domain names to IP addresses. While, in a convoluted way, this somewhat

amusing, I would recommend something like, "You couldn't trace me if I sent you a packet capture

directly from my NIC.". Not that I am trying to write for you. You are the author, and a good one, at

that! I would recommend, however, that if you are going to keep writing more about hacking and

hackers that you have someone familiar with technology proof the story and maybe provide some

guidance. This is assuming you are not a techie, yourself. Anyway, love the books. Keep up the

great work. I will keep buying and reading.PS - I am happy to proof any books for techie lingo.

Suggestions, comments and time would be gratis. If interested, just let me know how to contact you

to get started.

Action/romance/outer space/vampires/werewolves/aliens/creatve profanity. The Kurtherian Gambit

series has it all. Anderle writes these books in an unbelievable short time: great main characters

and a fertile imagination. The occasional problem--why I don't give it 5 stars. I've seen Harlequins

with worse character attribution problems. The plural of Bugatti is Bugattis, not Bugatti's. And ; is not

the same as ,. However, I only once encountered something I couldn't quickly deal with. That

stopped the flow; nothing else did. The problems only annoy a little. Anderle does develop the

character of major bad guys but, unlike David Weber, he only develops minor villains enough we

agree they have to die. Sometimes he finds more interesting solutions for bad guys.Another author

explained vampires with nanobots created in Atlantis. They needed a lot of blood; hard to obtain

after the sinking. Anderle explains vampires with monocytes created by aliens. They also need a lot

of blood. And the aliens have problems.... But first, the monocyte-enhanced people have

problems....



Why do you read an author's work a second time? Cause you like the work!I am a fan of good

writing for a long time. Started with exhausting the local library in my youth. Went to college, where

a friend suggested I read The Hobbit. That was 1972. Nuff said about that.While reading Robert

Jordan's Wheel of Time series, I obviously hung on a long time. When each new book was

released, I read them again from the beginning, every one of them.This is not anywhere near the

same kind of thing but we'll worth it! Michael has created a GREAT series!
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